1) DellLPTPHM1\Unallocated Clusters
E-mail from Shawn to Scott Peterson

Thu, 14 Nov 2002 09:35:13 -0600
Received: from shawn (host:66-81-40-214.rev.01.com [66.61.214.214])
by ns.the Works.com (Postfix) with SMTP
id 7CF5125A17; Thu, 14 Nov 2002 09:35:35 -6 0 0 (PST)
Message-ID: <00a01c028c0509b465c86e070000a0@shawn>
From: <bior@the works.com>
To: "scott peterson" <slpete1@email.man.com>
Subject: trials
Date: Thu, 14 Nov 2002 09:45:18 -0600
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="-----_Next Part_000_0007_01C2BB0C.8ACCE140"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Return-Path: bior@the works.com

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_Next Part_000_0007_01C2BB0C.8ACCE140
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

SCOTTY,

Since we didn't discuss business yesterday, where do we stand with those =
 protocols? Do you have any clue or do you just want to discuss them =
 when you come into town next week?

How was the snow? Find any bunnies to help ease your frustra' p F s? It =
 sure is nice to be in a regular relationship where such things are so =
easily resolved. Ha Ha. You missed an excellent dinner where Ayliana =
Ambers daughter was the life of the party. Eight adults standing =
around laughing at the kids (little niko is still to small to be much fun- =
he's only 3 mo old). The twenty year old boys were also =
terested trying to figure out Ayliana's magic picture book. I still =
think of them as boys even though they really are grown men now- makes me feel old. Speaking of old- how is life at 30? Anyhow I hope I =
really do get to babysit next week- Ayliana is so fun (most of the time).

See ya later H.B.

&

2) Dell\workPC4\Unallocated Clusters
E-mail regarding Las Vegas

from cplinsmta30.man.com ([207.46.181.104]) by mel-f40.law16.hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC(5.6.2195.5600);
Thu, 5 Dec 2002 11:11:57 -0800
X-MSN-Trace: [8777A91D-45F9-A77F-8B24-96CD4D72FC0]
Received: from ns.the works.com ([306.171.181.11]) by cplinsmta30.man.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC(5.6.2195.4905);
Thu, 5 Dec 2002 11:11:40 -0800
Received: from shawn (host:66-81-215-216.rev.01.com [66.81.215.216]) by ns.the works.com (Postfix) with SMTP id
E8523528099 for <slpete1@email.man.com>; Thu, 5 Dec 2002 11:11:29 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <001f1e3c29e5843ed7b2b00@07000000@shawn>
From: <bior@the works.com>
To: "scott peterson" <slpete1@email.man.com>
Subject: FW: protocols
Date: Thu, 5 Dec 2002 11:21:13 -0800
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="-----_Next Part_000_005F_01C2A2AE.9F98DDDC0"
X-Priority: 3
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

H.B.,

See if you can keep track of these this time would ya.

PS. Vegas is going to be so much fun–you have to come.

----- Original Message ----- +20
From: bior@theworks.com
To: scott.petersen@20
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2002 2:07 PM
Subject: protocols

Scotty,

Attached are the three protocols we tried to expand from you dirty ones.
(I have had dirtier—ones on a yellow stick it note are always my favorites.) There are several questionable areas we need to clean up—see red print in documents. If you know the answers just â€” please the protocols to reflect the necessary information. If you need help figuring things out, give me a call and maybe together we can work it out. We didn't bid them yet because there were so many holes. Just let me know what you think.

Later,
Shawn Sibley
Bio Research
259-455-5660
559-246-1117
Bior@theworks.com

3) DELL workPC4 C:\Unallocated Clusters

E-mail regarding Date with Amber

DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META content="MSTHTML 5.50.4134.600" name="GENERATOR">
<STYLE>
</STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor="#FFFFF1">
<DIV><P>Scotty, </P></DIV>
<DIV><P>Dear Amber, </P></DIV>
<DIV><P>attached are the three protocols we tried to expand from you dirty one. &nbsp;I have had dirtier ones on a yellow stick it note are always my favorite!! &nbsp;The are several questionable areas we need to clean up - see red print in documents. &nbsp;If you know the answers just change the 20 protocols to reflect the necessary information. &nbsp;If you need help figuring our things out give me a call and maybe together we can work it out. &nbsp;We didn't do them yet because there were so many holes. &nbsp;Just let me know what you think. &nbsp;</P></DIV>
</BODY>

---_NextPart_001_005E_01C2A2AB.9F98ECD9--

---_NextPart_000_005E_01C2A2AB.9F98ECD9---

Content-Type: application/msword
name="Traidcorp grape Protocol.doc"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="Traidcorp grape Protocol.doc"

--
What's your opinion on researchers becoming salesmen? We are all about reCly to jump ship here if the micro managing doesn't back off sometime soon. Even my office manager said she's ready to be a salesman and she just got a doob job so maybe she could hub? Haha. The problem with this job is that I love what I do, I like my coworkers, and we all do a good job as researchers - if we could just get need to be human everything would be good.

P.S. Make sure this does not come back here please.